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Abstract 
I • . • . ". 
' ,. , , ... " - ' . ~ 
. ., 
.. .. ,f 
.. < 
\ - r .· 
In a manual retrieval system, the process of associating a book 
,. 
_ -....... \------ -· or document with a specified term reflects the recall, associativity 
'. ,- -.J - ' '"' • ·"' 
• :~. _· __ _c_ __ :_~_L_:.~,~i- _ and flexibility of the human mind. Someone will enter a- library and, . -----·· -- --· .. 
by merely providing the librarian with a single word, will exfiecc--·a·-- -~ 
- ----- - ----·---~---~- ' ' 
_____________ ._l __ --~. ____ • • • _____ • -~----- ---·---·-· ··-. - • 
~- -.. :.- ~-
>-
' book on a specific tupic. To the librarian·; · ·this one word will bring- ·· 
~-
to mind a spe~ific topic which, in turn, will be associated·with a 
unique field of endeavor. All that remains is for the librarian to go 
to the proper area of the library and retrieve the desired book. ~ 
. With the tremendous increase in the number of documents, it becomes 
' . 
necessary to design to automated mechanized retrieval systems. 
It is hopeful that the mechanizec;I ~ystems will function in .iden ... 
tically the same manner as the manual system. 
I I 
The f irs.t_ s~ep to~ar __ ds achieving this parallel between the manual 




._ · ·· ·-.-------_·_- · ·---- -- . · -- ---- · ·gor_ize all documents. In tnis--r~eport, the definitiorf · is actfieved··-1.5y· ·····--_---:--C·------~------·---------·---··· 
,, ' . i ' 




. 1.ndex terms used to characterize the document. The-specific index term~ 
and the or~ering of them relative to their importance i-ri characteJizing .. 
- -------·-----~ --· C --, • --• - • 
' 
a dc;,cum.ent-i-s p~eserved _when calcul;iting .the density. · The catagoriza-
a' 
.,- -






• then assigning locations for the documents within it. The spa~e selec-
ted is the polar space and the document locations are· __ q$ __ $-igned by means · · 
--· of -a radius and an angle .which go t.qwards making up t:h~ ___ j>_glar space-.----~ 
>-. <'• •', o. I 
.. 
The locations reflect the doqument- density values and a~ a result, ~orm 
. ' 
· clusters which represent various· topics connn<:ln to all documents within·· 
·. f .· ' .. , 
~--
. .... · 
---·----• - ... -·-----:.~::::"='"" .. ••• •• ••P- ••• •••--·.-••·•· •------- -------------- -••• -·----
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·, ,·-
\" fulfill the system. 
I I 
needs of the users 
r 
Included this • in number of computerized progratnming report 
! 
are a 
efforts which will enable ·the ca-lculation of density values if • given 
I 
"' 
the $pacial locations, and which will facilitate the identification of 
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• ·•• •>·c\1 1• • 
I ' ,I• 
,'' ' . 
I. '. ,\·, .. ' ' ••• I I• INTRODUCTION ' . 
. ,' ' \ 
' If two requests. R1 .. & R.2 . conta·in · the same index terms 11 & 12 , · 
l one might suspect that the same document should be retrieved for each 
request. Further ,negotiations do reveal that the person submitting . __ ...... -.. ----~ __ ._ __ : ___ · ___ · ______ _ 
-
' ' 
. - -- -- ·-------,- - . ·----·. --
-- . "- - . -
-·. -~··-~- - ------· ·.-· -------~-
., 
•... ,.,, ... 
·,·· 
,· . 
-- -·- - - ···---
,•. 
R 1 is really interested ·in a document about the to~ic described by 11 --
with j,ust a very- light treatment. on topic c~ver.ed by--i2 whereas the 
• 
i'ndividtial · submitting R2 is i_nterest~d in the converse. There exists -
... 
only.- a remc;,te_ possi~ility that the same docume~~ would be adequate and 
'I>,. suitable for both requests. In making.· a verbal. request, one- certainly 
.could specify.a preference off'topics which, in turn, could instigate a--
' 
~ 
-search in a special area of a library. This last, statement presupposes 
that a library ·doe~, in facf; ~xfs't and, in addition, the distribution 
and location of elements (books, documents, papers, etc.) are accom-
-
plished with utmost ·care. In a ~pecial type of ... system, one might find 
a library divi4~d into· many secuors each of which would supply the needs 
of a particular group (e .g~. the mathem·atician would be -directed to one 
sector, the horticulturist to another, the poet to still anotlier, etc.). 
---.--------------:aF~r-mn-a pr-aetical sense, ·this .has a major disadvan~age in that a -great 
' ....... 
·- __________ . ___ :_·_ - _: ... -- amount of duplication of' elements would occur; another disadvantage one 
1•·· ' ' . , 
- · ----- -------· ------~ -:---- .. - · might forsee would result from the "gray" area or "overlapping" area 
... '. , . 
. . . 










- .:-----ments. A book which placed equal emphasis on ''mathematics" and 
- ,. 
' 
: ·. '. - "physics" might provide a difficulty in deciding to which sector it 
- -- --··-·-- -- ---~-·--··------------= . 
__,______;;.......,........~---be-long-s-c • .:.. _________________ _:__:_ _____________ , _________________ -.;-------·--------- -- . 
-----
- ' ' 
-.. 
. ., ~ ' . 
, .. A more idealistic atora·ge system might be one· in which 
0
the· forma~ ~ ~ ' .. ·-- . 
',, ... 
:. tion" of the sectors is a funct·ion ·of th~-~~-~lements stored thereiri. In 
i, · •• 
,, tJ 
. j j ' this system, each element is defined in terms of'- its characteristics'' . ,· .: ... ' . 
-, 
· .. -·· -·' ., .. -.-·~· .:._~ .... ,~.' --~· .... ,: ........ ''..-\·-··' ' . ----¥ •' -~-" · ..-- --~ .... ~'-,: -- ..... . .. 
' ' 
' ' ... 
··: .:.,;.,.,., .... -:·--:-"·-'-'-··-·.· .·.·· c·alled. index terms, and. the boundaries of the various sectors are . ' 





, .... , .., ....... 
./ 
-· 1.' =--== -
'" . 
established on·the basis of the requirements of the users. An element 
connnon to mathetnaticians and to physicists would be accessible by both 
--groups and, likewise, an element common to only_ one group would be 
~ 





- ...... ,- ... ,.. ---,-·-·-·- --- -1-~r---,-~.-,----.,...., 
,, 




- ~ - - - _L ! - -
-; --- --







-~ - ... 
---
- -- --· -·-· --- -- --
'\,} 
- - -~---:....==-______ ---------
,' 
be defined-- on the basis of the range · of tye subject material as · speci-
fied by the user. One would appro~ch ·this system not fr-om the stand-
\ 
' point of saying, "Dir.ect me to the mii-~hematiciaq' s area of :th~/ li,bra-ry ·· ·- ·:· 
'· 
because· I am a mathem,atician'~ but rather\ ."Direct -m.e to the area defined 
-
on the basis of index terms which sµit my requirement-s and which I will 
specify". The index terms anQ the retrieved ~tement from this library· 
.. \ 
. 
·wi·ll reflec_t the unique aspects of both the professional endeavor of 
the person making the request and, also, the environment within which 
his requ·est occurs . 
This report ·will explore a specific mathematical relat.ionship and 
show that it exhibits the qualities of the system described above. It 
' . 
"""" . ' ~·-
----------_. -- - .,- ---·;--·--.. -·-·-... -- . . . . ·-··. . ... --- - --- ' - - -· - . . . . - - - ~ --
-
- .""" ;.__ , : -will also be· shown that the ~lements of a document retrieval system -can, · . . 1 
' he associa~ed with the element~ of the-·mathematical relationship·. 
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-~···· 
- -- -- ------ - - -- -- .. ----- ··- --- ----
__ .. --------- -------- ----
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·The retrieval system which will be obs~rve.d :ls made up of elements 
.called index terms and documents. Given a collection called "C",' it : 
'" I •• 
. ·~ 
.-· : '.-- . - -. -~.:: ____ ..... - . 





--- -- --, 
·, 
' 
-. ~ \ 
-· 
M --
. . . . __ , .. . ··- .... . - ·- ., ..... '.. . 
I=.~~. _·------··-~--~:.:_: :__· -- ···- ···'--·· ·-····--:·-'-----.----···-· - . -- . . . .. 
... .. . 
• f .... , ....... ,,.~-- ~ 
N= Total· numbe{r of docmnents in the collection ,r 1-:-, - \ - -- ···----. -·. 
M= Total-number of index ferms used to· characterize~all the· docu-






. --- For every doc.um.en~ 0 d0 ". in the collection D, there exists a unique 
set, of index terms which describes or identifies the: contents of that 
particular document. In order to properly identify the unique set ·of 
. 
. 
index terms, a measure of density "Pn" is assigned to each document d0 • Kn 
. 1 
· 1h = · ~ S • ~M) + g J - = density of dn j= 1 Jn ·U' 
Kn= Number of index terms assigned_ to dn --11> 
S · = Subs~r·ipts of index terms assigned to _dn 
. Jn 
.... -·· --- ·-·--·-. ~ . ·- ·- ··- ·- ---
e.g. given d2 indexed by. ~3 , _i7, i 8, i 12 there exists a 
. ·-·· ··-··· ----·- ... -·-- . . , ,-. ··-
= 3 · Cl----·· = 7 · S - = 8 · S = 12 













- -- _ _._ ___ _ 
- _;. ~ . ·- _-. . . - - .- - .- - -
-
- -----
------ - - -.•- ----~-······ --~~L~- c_~_Cc --- · The=:c=-q-uac.l-if-iea-t-ion·s~ for·-t·h-ecccaErtfsi ty"· furtc t ion ·-ar·e···as f O l lo~s : 
--- --· --·----·-~--t.. G1Ven-~·wneres~·-::::r fOi- :l.A .. iiii.d--also when Sf = t for· 
. , n 
- n . 
-- - ---- -- - -----·- ----- )- -- ---- ,· 
----~-~---··-· --~-----·-- - i·t then sg. '=/: ·sf - . -- ig f it .. 
-~..... n . n • 
l• 1• II •' f 
. 2. i = ib· ,.. , S = sf & a=b. a . g 
, 
.K 1 n , . n . -1 .·. -
-- -- - -- --- --- ------- -· . ---. _____ :.:, __ · - .. ~ ·. ___ .::.c.~-- .. '.h · Given. P1 = ~ s·; (M)+l J""' where Sl = G, s1 = H; & P2 = -.. · ·- ,. · K ··· - J= 1 J 1 -- 1 2 ---~ 
I 




----- -·-----·--- -- - . 
j= 1 
- 1 · 2 1 1 2 1 
Sll = 822 'S12·= S21 • P1. f P2._. _______ ~ ________ _.. __ K~-~-,-- ···_~..__,.~-, 
. 4. Given P1 = ~S. [(M)+i) j-lwhere s1 = G & Pz ~. ~SJ_.·-. , , · j= 1 J 1 . _ . · .. 1 - · ...... J-1 2 ' . . ' . 1 
.. 
,.,(.(M)+!I J- where s2 = H; K1 = K2 = 1 then G = H ., Pl = P2 
.•· ,.~-.-·,·•.• • -n•···-·;1, ,····-···-,•·,··~·~·-·•-, .. ,-, .. , ·· .,•.,.~,, · .,-.. ,. ···-·· •..• - · •·• • - • ' + • • 
' 
...:__ _ _,.. -- .- - - . -~~-· - - - - - -
/ 1 
· --- also G :/: H --..,.., P1 '/: P2 •. /· 
,r,. . . . . . 
:_,:5 •. PL = ~ 
-• L = G _ & '\ = dG-1~·--·:··:.-_.·. ·• 
6. · -For Kn_ =· ·-1 
\ 
t~en Pn = s1 • n 
. •, 
. ' ... ,; - .. 
- a..; 
' ' •• I 
-
- •• -- • L '~ ·-·-··· -- I 
., . . 
- I 







Items 1 and 2 reflect the unique assignments of subscripts to. in-





·. dex terms. 




-- . -- ---:------~ ~~:-~_-_-~:~_=·-'":c:-~----=-~=--the~- deris'ity fu{lction is, imp·ortant. -- Since. ordering of index terms which __ . -_ - --- -:-· - -~~---"·:)i1 
• -- ------'., c. ____ •• ' 
-·- .--.- __ .... _______ .~.·- ·.' -·-,--."--
chara'cterize· doctnnents is a major conside·ration, .and also, since ·unifor-
--~- . --- - -·-
mity in interpretation is desirable, .it is imperative that an assignment " 
. ' "" \ of the convention for ordering be .established. It shali be·· as follows: 
~ --
' For K )1; S will have_le_ss to say about .d- than- S which will· - =:-
__ '_~ ______ -~- ____ --~, , ____ n ___ . _____ ---------la---------- ______ ----------------------------=-- __ _ _________ _a ___ - ---- -.-2n ------- -- ---- ------------------- -- ~- .. --,--- .. 
~ -1 
in tur;n have less to say about dn than's ' likewise for each successive 
- 3n 
"' 
Sjn until S(~ )nis reached. In a·multi-index tei'm docl.Ullent, the right 
most index term reflects the most prominent characteristic of the.docu-
r 
ment. 
Item 4 di-scloses the property that_ each :index term · is~ associated 
. . 
~- ·---·-·--------·------- - -- -- --·· - . --- - -
"\ 
·-- with- i-t-s ·own pecullar de~sity. ... . ·-- - ..... -- ... --- -- -- --·----'~-~ " . --
Tp recap, given a set of index terms I such that each of its ele-
• 
·..-: 
_. ments is assigned a unique position within that s~t, the numer~c- desig-
-.·.---•-·-----·-- ···•·•·-----·,••-··--- -· • --.··-•••·••r- ·-- • -• .- - -• ....• - • ---·· ----------·····-·-· ------ ··--- ............. ·····- -·· -----·······•, _.., .... . -- --·--·-···---------··--·---- -····-·-·,--·._..,......__ .----- . -- - - ... 
nation of that position fu~ctions as a subscript ~in the notation for 
. . 
. . 
- -,.:·;··:.···-- "':'. ""?' ... .:,.. .... _ .. ,.,- ~--_---------- ,--------=--=-- -- - + -
_, --- -----------.-------- ... 
. . . . . 
~----~-~°""=-~=r~-. ••• .. , .. ,,._. ______ ------. ·. . . - - - -- -- _........:-'-- .. -. --·!.;..·;;· - --- - - -- --- ----------
I ,• 
· the Index term" The1.7e exist·· subsets of· index terms which will serve :,· 
·. ~· 
.. as identifiers of documents dn_ belonging to the c·ollection D . Ariy mem~ 
• I 
-----··--
-----·----··--'-·-·---. ·--.' -. ' . . . .J 
. - '' -i""'I .. _.:._ __ .. -· ...... ~-·: ... 
' her of the subset is also a member of the set I. A mathematical evalu- I • Q. 
ation of the subset associated· with d_. produces a numeric label for · 
- . n 
-- -- ---~···-··-···--· ---------. 
----------·---- -··-· -·- -~-------------------·------
---··----·-··-·----·-·--·------- --~---~~ - .. t'f1at specific document: . This label called "d~nsity" ~s unique for e~_ch 
document in the collection; it also reflects the relative ~portance of ·. ·-·· ,-,,.,-
-- each term .in the subset. . . 
'-· . d ... i• 
. . I I 
' ...... ~ . . . .... ·.. ·f- .. - -· ... 
·, .11 .... .,. .. " · 
• " l_: ~··· 
. -~-. 
... :,> ·, ;. . .. ,.: -~ ' . -_ 
·- ·: ' 
.. r .. 
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III.· DESCRIPTION OF A DOCUMENT SPACE IN POLAR COORDINATES 
. ' '._,., 
The next consideration qf this report is to be able to prescribe 
.J' . • ••• ,. ··-
. . 





' .. .. . 
and which will have properties such that each documents~ distinguish- : · j--- --·-··--·-----·--




ability will be maintained. At the sMe time, it is highly ·desirable 
----to --preserve~=-t11e·-,-.-t~pic-r~iat:ibnship1'-~hi~h m~y--~~-ist l'Tith-in-th~ -collection. · 
' - .P~-~ :. ·:, - - . 
- . ' 
The space which will ·be considered for this report is the two-dimen-
~ ~ion·a1 space defined. by the polar coorclinates of- "rad'ius" arid ''angular 
-,. , .. L, .. -----------------·-·-·· •..•. ------• ' •. ..~ •. ··--·-- --•-··-----. ---------------- - - -- - ·-·-- ----------~-----~--·-· 
___ ,__ ______________ ... 
-
di·splacement". The relationships between the·· document ,locations in- the· 
polar space and the polar coordinates are as follows: 
.,.,., j 
M 








1 if -i is used to characterize d · •· j n 
0 if i. is not used to characterized . J - n , 
angular displacement= {360/ [(M+l)rn-l (io)} (Pn..,(M+l)rn.-l). 
- . 
Consider a collection of documents "C" with·N=64 & M=4. In this 
co.llecti<;>r,._, there are 4 index. terms i 1 ,· i 2 , ~3 , i 4 , also, there are _64. 
/· 
-1 
--,-..,....-_ ---------·-·-------·--·--·------·-··-··-·-··-·--------· ··-·-·--··- -·--···-··---;···-···· -- ---····- - -----------·--·· -- ·-······ ·---·· .......... ··--- ....... ------···-··--·--··-····· -- ... -;---------- -----·--·-··· . - ·----·· -·---------------- ---~ ... -.. ~·p-'--·-. 
documents characterized by a combination of the 4 index terms. ·For· each· 
·.' 
-_-;----.-_-_-------:~-----~---·-aocum.ent, the dens.ity _ function is evalua~ed. ----'------- --
:~~-~~·--;~------ --_: _______ :.:.._ ____ See figure- 1~,a~a:--eotnp-l-et-e li-s--e-i-ng~-~o-'J!--·-J· .. :a-"1 .. H. ~~'f'tr:--fated -v-a{--u-e-s-. The .. · · 
..... , .. ' ' 
, • I '1 '1• 
" 
-.· ..... 
-values for this table h·ave been: obtained by ·means of an ·IBM -S/360 Model 
' 
30 computer. ' . 
--· ... ,... -- ----···· . . ··-··- _.:. -·-··--·.---···· -····-··-- .,_: ...... ~,---··-···-
·----:·--:--~~~-~~~-~~~-~---:-_:~: _____________ .. ~'The. classific-~ft-ion·-·ancr--eva·1uac1on·-d-f-.:aocument_s ___ is ·-··an- uricomplic-at·ea· ---:---~----_.. _ ~- - · 
• I· 'J .. • • ' ' 
process. · Each document of the collection is ass·igned a--unique number · 
' • l 
. from the set of numbers 1 to _N where N represen.ts the number of docu- ---:-·----~ .·.:' - .. 
, 
,. 
' ' - .... 




' . ~ 
ize all doctm1ents in the collection are assigned numbers from the set of 
t"tutnbers 1 to M wl1ere M is .·equal to the total numb~.!' of index terms used ' . . ,, . 
.. 
.. ,, . " ~ ,.·- , .... , . ....... ., - ·-· ,• -· -. 
~ -, ........... ,. ·······-··· ···-· .. :;.~;,:· ......... ' : -
·-----·-
~ . 
. I ;,. 
: ' '. . . . ' ' . ' .. 
'' .. • 'i" ' '-• 't• I ' " ' ·' · '' y• · · ··' · -•-- ..... - •-· ·· • ' _ ___. ~ ... .,.._ •• w.···•••• •· ... • •-•- • ·' • • • • ·.~ '' '" •· · • -- • ,, -' - •• •" • •· •• ,.4 -• , c• .,. • .,, , :.c.e--·-- .;« - • ,. • ---' .:-·;·•·- ,.,'..._-:,e·-----c. ( ,.,- "',r .. , -· . .:...:, ,., ,~·-
"' . ' ·~ . '
. >· . 
, . 
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FIGURE 1 
List of Document,s :with Index Terms Including· 






1 -1 . 0 O O ~· · 1 , · 1 . · o. 0 
I " .• - • 
r 1 2 0 0 0 .· . _ . . . 2 · 1 . 9 0 • 0 0 C O . ------ · -- - --· ---- ·--
1 . 3- 0 0 0 - ' •\' I 3 1 , 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 -· . ... - ·. ··. -; ...... -.... ,· ' _ .... •, ' ~-..-- ~ ' --
1 4 o o. a 4 1 . · 2100 ocoo -
·2 · . 2 . 1 0 0 . 7 2 . . 360 0000 
. 2 -- 3· .,.;.. . 1 0 . - 0 . I . • • -~- .. ' 8 2 - --··-- ·_ - s 4 0 0 0 CO --~_:.._·~ .. '.~---=-:~----:--~-: . 
2 4-. 1 0 0 9 2 7200000 .. ;- ___.,_ .. 
2· 1 2- 0 0 11 2 lOBoCOGO 
' 2 . -3 2 0 0 13 2 14400000 -· . ' . - -~ . . 
• 'S. I --""-•• - - • • u ,•,q,,,,~ .. ,. • • ·. "£ • ~ 
2 .. ·. 4 2 ~ 0 0 - 14 . 2 16 2 -0 0 0 0 O - · ~: ... 
2 1 3 0 0 ·16 2 1 9 8 o O COO ·- ---- --- ~~- -. 
2 2 3 0 0 17 2 .-··216QOOCO 
2 4 3 0 . 0 19 .2 2 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 
2 . l 4 0 0 21 2 2880 0000 
2 2. 4 0 0 22· 2 30600000 . . .. . ·: . ' . ..- . r. . . -,· .. , . • ••. -
2 3 4 0 0 . 23 2 32400000 
. 3 3 .·2 1 0 38 3 4608000 / 
3 4 2 1 .o "-- 39. 3 ·so04·oco.-· 
•. 3 - 2 3 1 0 42 3 6lo 2000 
3· 4 3 l 0~ 44·. 3 6804000 
. 3 2 4 1 0 . ... . . 47 . . 3 79 0 2000 · . .. 
. .. ' . 
,· 
3 3 4 1 . 0 48 3 S2o80CO 
3 . 3 1 2 0 58 3 1180 8000 . 
3 4 l 2 0 .59 - 3 . 12204000. 
3 1 3 2 0 6 6 3 14 7 o 6 0 CO . -. -. · · 
3 4 3 2 0 , · .. ~ _____ 69 - 3 __ . , 15 8 0 4 0 CO · ... --- --- ... -----·~---·. ~ .... -· 
. -
. 3 · . 1 4 . · 2 _ . 0------~.· -~-~1--1- --·--. --,--3--· ·.. - - . -1-6 5 e 6 0 GO - ---~ -~----·· 
3 .. . - -3- . . 4 . 2 0 ,~ 7 3 3 l 7 2 0 8 0 0 0 
3 2 1 3 o . ··a·2 3. 2oso2000 
., 
3 4 l ~ 3 0 . . - 84 .3 2l2e40CO 
3 l . 2 . 3 . 0 86 3 .- 2190 6000 
3 4 2 - . ' 3 r,.·;? 0 .·· . --- . - - 89 3 :._ 2 3 0 0 40 00 
• 
3 . 1 4 3 0 96 ' . 3. -2550 5999 . 
··.3 2 4 :3 . 0 . 97 .. 3. 25902000 
· 3 2 . 1 4 0 1-07 3 295e 2000 
3 3 l 4 0 108 3 298.7998 
• 
,,._ _.:, •• . I •• ' ·• ~. • ,,._._ ,' 
. . 
. ' . 
. - -




~ / . ~ . . .. ' . 
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. . 
' _· ..... '..---··---~------,-----~--- ·::- -._ .. _____ _ 
. ·,·, - . . . · .
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- ', ,, ' : :.3 ·- 1 2 4 0 111 3 ., 309~5999. > · · .. ' ·.·. -
· 3 · - · 3.- · 2 4 . . '0 -·~-------··-------. 113· ·. :~~---·-- - 316a 79(3·8 -·,-~'--~·~-.--~-:·.----{~a::; .. ~----·-,-
, J • 
-·-·:--;--- .. --. ~----.--:;·-:.- • ,-•• -- ---·· --·-··- - -_-- • 3 1 3 .. 4 0. -. -· - 116 3'. . 327 0 5999. ', ,.: .. ·,j •.. _:· .. ~., • 
3 2 • 3 . • 4 . · 0. 117 ·. 3 . 3·3 1 G 19 9 7 
.. 4 4 3 2 1 ·· _ 194 . 4 49e68CO . . . . ___ , ',_,:•I 
4· 3·· 4 2· 1 198 4· ·52e56QQ 
· 4· . 4 2 · 3 ·1 - ·. - '214 4 --- 64e08QO ' ,·· : ' . 
.. 4 2 4· 3 · i ·. -2 2 2 4 6 9 o 8 4 CO > 
. . . 
.4.· 3 2 4 1 238 ··4 .···,a1·0360o 
4 2 3 .. 4·. 1 . . 242 ·. ~. 840 2400 
. 
- ~ . ,::-- '. ' ,' ' . 4 4.· .3 1 2 ·294 4 12106800 . •· 
. . . ~ ~ - .,. 
: . ···.-2 .· .... !~ci.~ · .. ~-~~· .. -.· ..... -. -.~:: · -:-~ : .·. }~~:::~g ···---- ·---
· 4 .l 4 3 2 ··.346· .4· 15901200 
. 4. 3 · 1 . 4 2 · . 3 5 8 ·. . ~ 4 . · -· ·16 7 o 7 6 C 0 
4 · · 1 3· . 4 2 366' . ·4 · 173.5200 
I\ 
. . . 
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53 4 4 2 1 
54 4 2 4 ~1 
~-~ _ _,?.., 55 4 4 1 2 
56 4 1 4 2· 
57 4 2 1 4 
58 4 1 2 4 
59 4 3 2 1 
60 .4 2 3 1 . . . 
··- .... 61 ~ 3 1 2 
.. .. --- - ... 62 ., 4 1 3 2 
.. 163 '·· 4 2 1 3 
·4 -- -. 64 1 2 3 -- -~>.-
. 
•',,• ,. 
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- (CONTINUED) 
3 414 4 
3 422 4 
3 434 4 
3 446 4 
3 482 
" 3 486 
" 4 538 4 
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· .in the collection .. Each document number, with its associated index- .. 
<'I ~ 
. ' " . 
. 
1 : term numbers, is recorded; utilizing these numbers, the density function . 
. 
' , ....... ~ ... , ... , .... j .. 
' ! 
I 
- .. - -
arid the polari~oordinates can ·be calculated. There need be no prior 
relationship between the document and the document numbering system, 
. i 
-- :· .. · .. --..~~----- . ----·- - I 
. i . ·-· .. --·--------·-- ... - . -- ·-· .. -- -·'"· - -----, .. -, .. ---- -- ·- ... -----. . - . -- - -·- ···- - - . 
. 









•• 1 .... --,---~ ... , .... ' • ,:_' 




document referenced by the number_l. Associated-with this document 
-. is an index term with subscriptil. No other document in the dollection 
will have an.assignment which is identical to this one. Because of 
. . 
··this unique assignment of index-term numbers, document densities can 
. . 
·· -be -calcula-ted w,_ich will pos-sess the prope-r·t·y -of- distingttishabili't-y--.---~ 
Again referring to figure 1, it can be observed that all the density 
values are distirigu.ishable one from the other. 
With the addition of new documents, it will· not always be necessary 
to re-evaluate the entire collection. If the new doclllllen.t· is character-
ized by index tetms 'which are already included in the collection, the· 
·.. ~ 
·· only calculation which need be perf<?rmed is that of evaluating· the den-
' -
sity of the added doctitnent. This is quite obvious when one observes 
that·· t~e. density is a function' of the ·total number of index terms in 
the collection:-~ When new index terms are added, then it becomes neces-
• - Q 





-- -- ----------··- ----- --- ------
i 
i 
,. ('I • \. . 
_____ .... -~-~:-~~:- ..... ~ . .- __ _ __ C1.llllbersome chore if the collection is quit~ larg~. an4, th·e addition of _______________________ --, 
. . -
. ' 
index terms is frequent; _however, with· computerized progranmi11g, this~ 
bec-omes _less burdensome than one would imagine. One way of minimiz~ng 
,. 
' \ . . . ; 
this r~_calculation effort would be· to a.11ticipate--new additions by in-
-
~roducing pseudo-terms into the system. Then, as new terms are· to be 
( \ 
added, they can replace ·the pseudo-terms·._ In the- sample problem., it 
' . . . 
. , "• . - ,. •·-· __ ,,_,_,;l-....~ .. ·,..i..,.."1-., ... : ... ,. -·~·,,.,-f"";' • ..,_. -~, •• ,.., .......... ~ .... , ~-,. ,} ;, .... -"'t· ... _ .. -~-,- ' .. _,· '·. '"•· . .-~·;"": ' .... ' - '_' 
·---,~!'0 - :,,. ~- .;,', :..._ -- ·I~ .... .,, --,- J .. _ •• _ •• •fllr•••o'!' _!J,, •t •r _. ,--.....-...._,.,,,<I,~ ,~---..1-••, ~ lt>r"+>''"*"d, •f 
,' ~ ~ I ._ ' I 
·. ·.~ '': --•. • · . .' _':;c· -, .•. - ,, 
' . ' 
' 
..... .. . ...... , .. 
, 
.• 
I -- :·; ,. 
. -~ . , 
-·~•···-·,-"~··· ....... ,._,_ --· .. , . . - . - ' ' - . . ' , ..... , ..... -... ""' 
•••·, ·••·-----•···•-----•·- -- - • ' . • •a.,,,.. • C 
. ---- --.. --·-·-··-· _ ................ ---... -:----.-,-.e-.....- ........... -- ····r·-, .... ~ ............. -;--:_;"-·.~~;····-:: .. ···.';'"':--·.-····-·" ,, _ _;_ _ ;d-., ~---·· -·····-·-.~-!. _:_; .,.'.~- .... ~,,,. ,_~ ....... , ~.-:~ ... -~~~--~~ • .:.:.......;.-.:..: .. ~:.:.::..::.::2"~:..:;:.:::..::~~ ... :..~.-. .-..... ;;.,!.:~~--.:~ .. -· -· ---. ·. ·-~'"'~~·~: :~···.· 
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---... -,.~,<-,.'.,,' \ 
'.'.'-< 
... ,<,'',.. ····-~ ..... 
11 
. i.:-... ''. ·, ·1, • ·':' ' 
' ~ -, ' .. -· ... 
>appear·s as. if 4 index terms· are used'to·characterize the documents 
,. 
in the collection; however, it is conceivable that there .. could ...... ' ...... 
'l 
exist only two terms i1, and i 2 with i 3 
and i 4 serving as pseudo-terms. -, , · 
~-------,--~----·--·-·----·-···---·-····---·-··---
- -----~ 




___ ......,.___.__ ... ·: 
-All the calcu-1-ations -for· a 4, .term. system are p-erformea--ev .. eri · thotigli ___ i_t_· · ··· - ·.. . . 




-.· .. coritains only docmnent-s- of a two term system. With the -advent of 2 
. . 
:;ma,...,,,...., .. ..,,..,..,~=..:=-=--~- ·- - ' -- --- ---·· - ~- -
additional t~rms, t 3 & i' 4 
can then be r~assign~d to repiesen~ the 
two new terms, thus forming a four term system whose ·ntnneric calcula-
---t .. ions have already been performed_~-
- Figure 2 is a r~presenta·tion of the polai; space with th~ locations 
- -- ' , __ -~ ----~--~------------· - ---- -
.,:_ . 
of each docmnent in.the sample problem: rt·can be observed that each 
document of the collection has a unique locatio·n in this polar space. 
The_ locations,. just as th~ densities, are distinguishable. The r~ang~. 
of the space coordinates are as follows: . the radius. ranges· from 
- -
· values of 1 to· ~ax-- where -Kmax is equal to the maximum number of index 
·terms used to characterize a document. All values of.radii are integer 
. 
·numbers. The. values of "·Q " range between O and 2 · - - • 
. . - ,· .. ~ 
-, 
1.... •• -,-· -- . ! 
. ... 
·-·~(· '- - .,.'7 . ,-· r-..... - .. , ~· ..... . ·-• ..;#, '":+--- . --- - ._.c.. . . -· - "' - .. ___ ,J -~. " ~, ..... --: -- .;,----.,...... '· .... ,...... ···- -· ___ ;.l \ 
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Now that the numbering sys.tern and a.ssociated space· locations 
l>,ave .been defined, .,it wbuld be highly desirable· to investigate the_ 
I- - '•. 
. ' ' . 




arrive at the" subscripts of·-the index terms used to char,acterize the 
document. It would be desirable to obtain the·density of a document· 
if its polar space location was known. Two-programs were written to 
' 
acco1llplish these goals. Figure· 3 is a representation· of a listing· 
obtained from one of the programs, th-e one which determine~ the sub-
scripts of the index terms for a document whose 4ensity is specified. 
-
In addition to providing the identity of the index terms, the program 
also preserves th1 ordering of the ter~s . 
.~ 
·~·"' . - .• 
·-JI • . ' -
II 
,·. 
- The second program was dE:signed so as to be capable of calculating .... ~ 
the density.of a docmnent whose location in polar space wa~ known • 
.. see· figure 4 for a sample of the output fr.om ~his program. One merely 
need specify the radius and angle of t-he documen~. location; this in-
formation will lead to the determination of the density value; Both 
programs were WJ;itten in "FORTR.AN·IV"; they were assembled and execu-
-.... 
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V. ··UTILIZATION OF SYSTEM 
The balance of this report will concern itself with the .utility 
. ' 
and potential of the density and polar sp~ce used to define and lo-
cate documents.. The distin-guishability Q_f _lx>th-dens-ity and spacial 
----·-- -~'~- ~- -- -:-locations transmits its characteristics to the document. This elim~ 
. . .. . 
... ~.· . . -
' - ,--·· 
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- - ments. 
- The densi~y of any document is a~physical cnaracteristic which_ 
' •• Ii 
is at'oinic in structure. Given a-. document, it -~an be physically 
represented by a series of- concentric circles .. · Each circle contains 
· elements .. -which represent one of the index terms used to characterize 
that document • A document with den·sity equal to 3, which means it .is 
. ' ·.' 
characterized by one index term whose su~script is equal to 3, will··· · --· -- · · 
have one ring on which are located 3 electron type elements equally 
r ............ ;.., •• ..,.. •• -.'.·.~-., 
spaced. The maximum number of elements per ring is equal to the 
.. 
maximum number of index terms in the collection,. · See figure 5 for 
.. 
some example~ of document dens_ity repre·sentations. This type of .. 
"\ 
J 
structure .can~ open the door for future research relative to combina-. 
tions of doc·umertts to determine similarity of topics, dis,similarity 
\ 
of documents, etc. The principle _concern of this paper is the def.; ' . -
--···----------------·-- ------··- ---- .. 
' . . 
', ..... 
. . "' 
. 
....... ~ 
inition of the system and an investigation of the potential which 
. . ., . 




After reviewing the results which appear in figures 1 and 2, 
cer·tain interesting properties are observed. · On the circle .with 
.radius equal to 1, the four documents characterized by a single index. 
term are spaced% radians apart. It can then say that index term 1 
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TYPICAL REPRES·ENTATION OF DOCUMENTS 
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. documents which exist ·within this first quadrant, one notices .that all 
.. 
of these documents have more to say· about index term'l than about any 
u, l of the. other index terms. A similar observation can be made about iri--· 
. ~~---~---- · --~·~-~- -~--------dex .. term 2 and t"!1~ __ do~~ent__s ___ iJJ. ___ tbe_,_2nd ___ quadrant~;--~1-ikew-i-se---for -each--of · -.. ----' -·---a··-·--- --·-----••:--•- ·-•·-• '----••·-·---·•••••• •·----··-•-•-•• ••••-•- -••••-••- •• ··-
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. . ,-• •· • ••••~,-,.•a,- •c • • 
-
divided irito_ M_ sectors; Each sector will contain documents- which em- - .. 
-· ··'-· ---~ .--·-· 
. ph~·size the index t_erm on ring of radius I in that sector. 
' 
. , .. , ~- ..... " As one_ · 
. . 
travels from ring to ring, sub-divisi-ons of sect·ors exhibit similar-·---.---------- --- ---- --
, 
" properties. The document locat-ions can be considered as clusters 
' 
-where· each cluster deals with a specific topic. The. establishment of ·. 
flexible boundaries, wh~ch · can be ··adjusted as· the needs occur, becomes·· 
quite feasible. Let us say·that the test collection referred to pre-
viously, represents documents written about 4 distinct- index.terms 
each of which ha_s cfssociated with it, a ·special field of endeavor • 
. That is to_ say that if i 1 is .a mathematical term and i 2 is a _!_'p~ys_ics"·' 
• 
term, . then d6cuments dealing with i 1 and i 2 will be of interest to the 
mathematician if the document is more concerned about i 
1 
· however, if the document has more to say about 12 , then 
than · · · 
. 12 ' 
it will .be 
• 
of greater value to the "physics" minded individual. On the .basis of ---------~--- . 
-
this, the boundaries of the system c~n be established by the needs of 
I. 
• •• •~~ -
- ·--·•· L-
- -• C •- ,_, __ , •. _
_
 ,,_ • • •• - •• -
. . ---·--·------.- . -·--' ... 
·the user. · 
. , 
.. 
-. -It.is highl~ conceivable that the ring of radius 1 can be used as 
. . 
a browsing or exploratory, reg-ion··.· Since all documents on this ring are 
indexed by a single term, one·could define, very easily, specific 
·· •··.,topics and their associated sectors. The appealing aspect of this· . r . 
· procedure is that the documents characterized by one index term need 
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even exfst. " The entire spac~ can. be generate·d · on .the basis of 
known index terms regardless of whether documents exist or not. , .. As 
... the--documents become available, they can be inserted into their pre-
'J 
- - -- . -- ~ -- - - - - . -- - . locations . - A by-produc~ ·_ o:f this system could be in the form 
-· -~---- ------~:--:--·-~·-·of a ·service which informs the· users .;.~ ' -- -or managers of the' colle-ction 
--~ -
--+ -- ____ L, ---- . --1--- ·•-··--'· 
. ,;_ _ ~
property of tlils system is that a-natur,il grouping of documents does 
occur. -and that this grouping reflects the ordering· of index terms. 
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· ·.· ·· · · The following three· program listings rep'l:'esent the progr,ams 
---,- ··· • -------'writ.ten in FORTRAN IV for th"e ·t.:sM _S/360 __ Model · 30 __ computer. 
- ' ' 
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The second pr.ogram has as its objective, the evaluation of 
-- -··· .... -- ---- ·---··----------· - - . 
-- ' 
_ . - all index terms associated with a document whose density is spee!-
• I 
-
- fied. The order of terms as prescribed for the document is pre-
<"" 





. The third pro~ram will permit the ·c·alculation of the density 
Q 
of a document when its spatial location is known.·· 
·~. 
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Mary Ba~a Lombardo, was born in Phillipsburg, N~ J .. on December· 19-, • .. , 
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He was graduated from Sts. P~ter and Paul·' s Granmar School, 
S't:s·~ Philip. and -James' High School and received a Bachelor's 
·-- Degree in Electrical Engineering from Lafayette College. in 1964. 
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